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Councilmember Allen and members of the Judiciary Committee: 

My name is Leah Sakala, and I am a senior policy associate in the Justice Policy Center at the Urban 

Institute, a nonprofit research organization in Ward 2. My expertise focuses on a wide range of justice 

and safety issues on the state and local levels. I’m also a resident of Columbia Heights in Ward 1, and am 

active in my community in several ways.  

I am here to recommend that the Council move toward building a robust public safety system in DC 

that prioritizes prevention, treatment, and expanding opportunity for DC residents over reactive 

strategies that rely on criminalization and punishment. 

Research shows that cities with a higher concentration of local organizations focusing on 

community well-being have greater reductions in both property and violent crime.1 Organizations that 

facilitate engagement and connections between community members can make neighborhoods 

stronger.2 On the other hand, strategies that rely on punishment and surveillance, which are  

particularly concentrated in communities of color and low-income communities. contribute to trauma 

and harm. Police contact itself is associated with an increased likelihood of future justice involvement 

for youth.3 Responses that do not involve contact with police and other parts of the legal system are 

more effective for addressing issues such as homelessness4 and for offering support to people who 

experience mental health disorders.5 And, as this Council knows, these responses can work for violence 

prevention, too.6 But such strategies must have sufficient funding and community collaboration to 

work. 

My research has found that communities around the country are finding creative ways to build—

and fund—public safety systems that recognize community-based service providers, grassroots leaders, 

and other community members as critical partners in keeping neighborhoods safe and secure.7  From 

giving Department of Corrections dollars to reentry service providers in Colorado, to allocating New 

York City executive budget resources for restorative justice programs in schools, to awarding grants to 

local service providers through San José, California’s Gang Prevention Task Force, city governments 
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across the country are adjusting their budgets to support robust community-based public safety 

systems. Just last month Los Angeles County voters approved Measure J,8 which dedicates 10 percent 

of locally generated and unrestricted county funds to social services and community development 

efforts, and prohibits spending it on prisons, jails, or law enforcement.  

In the District, this work must happen hand in hand with DC residents, following the lead of 

communities that face the most acute harm related to both violence and overpolicing, surveillance, and 

incarceration.9 You are hearing from many of them today, and I particularly encourage you to work with 

youth in DC—our next generation—to address priorities that are most salient for them. A growing 

number of communities are developing creative participatory safety strategies, and DC can learn from 

this work. For example, New York City’s NeighborhoodStat initiative engages public housing residents, 

including young people, to identify their own safety priorities; and also works with government agencies 

to address those priorities. Many NeighborhoodStat sites use participatory budgeting to allocate 

funding to the projects that residents identify.10 In another example from Detroit, a team of 

organizations held a Restorative Justice Youth Design Summit to generate ideas about how to spend 

the money allocated for two new proposed jail facilities.11  

We are at an unprecedented moment. The COVID-19 pandemic has meant that resources are more 

precious than ever, and our public investments directly reflect our priorities as a District. Both COVID-

19 and overpolicing are most fatal for DC’s Black residents.12 Now is the time to recommit to growing 

and expanding the critical supports and services that keep DC residents across all eight wards safe and 

healthy.  

Thank you for the opportunity to present this testimony. I would be happy to answer any questions 

from the committee.  
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